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Challenges before the Port & Dock workers and ways to overcome 

------------------- 

 

The joint platform of Central trade Unions and independent sectoral All India Federations 

met at New Delhi on 3rd December 2021. In its declaration, it gave a call for 2 days 

Countrywide Strike on 23-24, February 2022 during the Budget Session of Parliament.  

 

Based on the above declaration, the National Co-ordination Committee of Major Port 

workers Federation which met on 5th January 2022 at New Delhi, unanimously decided to 

endorse the decision of Central Trade Unions to which all the Federations are affiliated. 

Therefore, it has advised to all of its affiliated unions to successfully organise the proposed 

two days strike at their respective Ports.  

 

The horrifying and unprecedented attack against the Major Ports & its workers is launched 

by the Central Government by the latest enactment, “Major Port Authorities Act-2021. The 

design and directions of New Act was articulated in such a way for total elimination of Major 

Ports in the country. It is very much evident from the quotes of the document of “National 

Asset Monetization Pipeline” that… 

 

“Primary model of monetization of Ports & Shipping assets is by way of granting of 

PPP Concession. “Factors influencing monetisation in Major Ports are” Major Port 

Authorities Act 2021 which helps to move from service model to landlord model and 

bringing more private sector participation. A new frame work was evolved for 

amending model concession agreement to make private sector participation more 

attractive” 

 

So, naturally the two days strike on 23-24, February 2022 has assumed significance and 

urgency for Port & Dock Workers. It is now or never situation in Ports at present. 

 

The impact of MPA Act-2021in Major Ports 

 

The MPA Act-2021 paves the way for Major Ports to be converted as “Landlord Ports” 

Ports do not want to have any manpower, and not to install any updated infrastructures for 

handling of Cargoes. The Wharfs, Jetties, berths will be given to private players under 

PPP/BOT mode, in turn Ports will get meagre share of amount as its revenue. Major Ports 

will be moving from managing their operational services on their own to a landlord model, 

where a private player will manage it for them. This push appears to provide an easy 

platform for private companies to make an entry into Major Ports which is being witnessed 

when National Asset Monetization Pipeline was announced including monetisation of Port 

Assets 
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National Monetization Pipeline – a pipeline to drain the Major Ports’ Assets 

 

Overcoming and bypassing all previous modes of privatization in the Port Sector, the 

National Assets Monetization Pipeline is going to be a permanent privatization process 

through which the Major Ports assets will be given to corporate & Multinational Companies. 

It is nothing but a blatant attempt of Govt of India and Ministry of Ports & Shipping to 

handover public assets to its corporate cronies, obviously very serious matter in Port 

Industry. Government has declared that during the financial year 2021-25 total assets 

considered for monetization is Rs.14,465 crore at 9 Major Ports in 31 Projects.  

 

Assets considered for monetization in phased manner in figures, its value in Rs in crores, 

the original value of the assets valued by the respective ports, and the approximate number 

of manpower loss are given under: 

 

 31 Projects in 9 Major Ports are considered during period 2021-2025 

 Total value of assets to be monetized – Rs. 14,465 Cr. 

 Primary model of monetization of Ports and shipping assets is by way of allowing 

privates parties under PPP/BOT mode. 

 

 
 

S. 
No 

 
 

Major 
Ports 

 

 

Total 

No of 

Project

s 

Monetized  

Value for 

PPP/BOT 

Operators 

(2021-25) 

Rs. in cr. 

Original 
value of 
Assets 

assessed 
by Ports 

Rs.in cr. 

 

Approximate  

No. of 
employees 

losing 
employment 

1 Paradip Port 4 4,183     6,275    253 

2 Kandla Port 4    908     1,362    734 

3 JNPT -Mumbai 3 1,214     1,821    491 

4 Mormugoa Por 3 1,024     1,536     504 

5 Mumbai Port 2    852     1,278  1,143 

6(a) 
6(b) 

Kolkata-Kidderpore 4 1,090     1,635    736 

Kolkata - Haldia 3 1,007     1,511    220 

7 Visakhapatnam Port 4    988     1,482    905 

8 VOC Port (Tuticorin) 3 2,999     4,499    230 

9 New Mangalore Port 1     200        300    206 

Total 31 14,465   21,699  5,422 

 

The projects which are given to private players under monetization, the value of each 

project was reduced one third of its original value. So, it is big loot of National Property. It 

clearly shows that how the Govt proposes to transfer the public wealth to private 

corporates. Huge amount of money was invested by Major Ports to create these Port 

assets.  

 

In the monetization process, it has been clear that the corporates will have the authority to 

impose service charges on consumers. We cannot expect that Major Ports will get its due 

share of its assets through this monetization process as the Ports will remain as a junior 

partner sharing a small part of the revenue earned by these assets holding companies. 
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On the other hand, the asset valuation mechanism is also defective & reduced rate has 

been fixed with extra concession. The permanent employees including officers presently 

engaged in these projects of Major Ports shall have to leave the Job after monetization. 

The private parties will have their manpower as casual/contract. So, job loss of permanent 

workers will occur in Major Ports in a large scale. So, the Port & Dock workers must come 

forward to resist the anti-national monetization pipeline. 

 
JNPT - first Landlord model Port  

 

The Ministry of Ports, & Shipping and the JNPT Management jointly decided to privatize 

the only Container Terminal which is owned and operated by the JNPT, under PPP mode 

for meagre amount of Rs.863 crore under National Asset Monetization pipeline. Whereas 

its Ports based value is Rs.1295 corer. Out of 1300 employees, 600 employees will be 

made surplus or redundant. The remaining manpower would be redeployed as there is no 

need for Port’s own manpower. Thereby, the JNPT would be shortly declared that it is the 

“First landlord model Port in the country” 

 

Revised Model Concession Agreement. 

 

The Ministry of Port & Shipping released the revised Model Concession Agreement to 

make it flexible so that the Port Projects would be more attractive to Private investors. In 

which it is stated that instead of Port Authorities fixing the Minimum Guaranteed 

Throughput which would be handled by the PPP/BOT Operators, while placing their bids, 

the freedom of fixing the MGT is given to private plyers. The bidders will be asked to set 

the MGT for the initial 7-8 years, the highest of which will be the MGT for balance period 

of the contract. Privatisation of cargo handling berths were made easy by the Major Port 

Authority Act. The infrastructure is typically leased to private operating companies such as 

cargo handling berths, oil tank, terminals & chemical plants etc.     

 

New Stevedoring & shore handling Policy 

 

Based on the directives from the Ministry of Ports & Shipping, most of the Ports have 

implemented the new “Stevedoring and Shore handling Policies” The stevedores urged the 

Ministry to “revise the stevedoring guidelines” arguing that the existing policy is 

“detrimental” to their interest. So, it was considered “favourably” and the new guideline say 

that “as and when Port Management say that they cannot supply Cargo Handling labour 

to the stevedores, they are free to bring their own manpower from outside”. This new policy 

would further facilitate the private player to whom under the National Assets Monetisation 

Pipeline the Port assets & Cargo handling terminals will be given to monetise. 

 

Concession, Remission to the Port users during the period Pandemic. 

 

Ministry of Ports & Shipping issued directives to Major Ports for offering concession 

remission during the period of Pandemic to all Port users, PPP Terminal Operators and 

concessionaries. These concessions seriously affected the economic condition of Major 
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Ports which are having huge finical liability on the part of wages/salary & Pension to its 

employees and Pensioners.  

 

So, this concession offered to Port users has no justification, since majority of Ports are 

still reeling under heavy financial burden. The effect of Covid-19 Pandemic is worldwide 

phenomena and its impact has to be shared by all. Whereas all the burden was imposed 

on Ports, its workers & Pensioners at the cost of big corporates & MNCs. 

 

DA/DR freeze 

 

After having offered huge amount as concession and remission to Port users the DA for 

Employees and DR of Pensioners were frozen. It was informed to the federations that 

DA/DR was frozen to Port & Dock workers in order to recoup the expenses incurred by the 

Government of India for having spent Rs.35,000 crores to vaccinate the people of India in 

order to protect them from Covid-19 infection. The same reason was told to Central 

Government Employees & pensioners when their DA/DR were frozen for 18 months.  

 

Whereas, the Government has offered Rs.20 lakhs crores as stimulus package to the big 

corporates and multinational companies during the period of Pandemic under the banner 

of “AATMANIRBHAR BHARATH ABHIYAAN”. The payment of our DA/DR is based on our 

wage settlements signed under Section, 12(3) of Industrial Disputes Act 1947. Therefore, 

it is reiterated by the CLC(C) that it would be violation of settlement.  

 

Port & Dock workers are working round the clock during the period of Pandemic under high 

risk as it is the Public Utility service & Essential Service, whereas for these workers the 

DA/DR was frozen for the period of 9 months from 01.10.2020 to 30.06.2021. This is the 

Government reward for the Port workers who are serving to the country with utmost 

sincerity and honesty. 

 

Essential Defence Service Act 2021. 

 

Notorious design to demolish Port & Dock workers right to organise the “Strike” in the Port 

Industry was made by enacting the law Essential Defence Service Act 2021 which was 

imposed on us. The Essential Defence Service Act 2021 on the false pretext of 

“maintaining the essential defence service” it has not only gone beyond the Act on the 

Industrial Relations Code-2020 also this Act has amended the Industrial Disputes Act 1947 

so as to include “Industrial Establishment” or unit engaged in essential defence service. In 

the so-called Public Utility services, it also added the “Major Ports” as one of the “Public 

Utility services” in the same Essential Defence Service Act 2021 in the Annexure amending 

the Clause 2 (n)(i)(a) of ID Act 1947. Therefore, we demand that this Act has to be 

withdrawn immediately. 
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Tough guidelines from Government for BWNC 

 

The Management side guidelines given by the Ministry makes it more difficult to arrive new 

wage settlement to be given effect from 01.01.2022. 

 

The following are the management side guidelines to be followed during the BWNC 

 

 The Ports Management will ensure that negotiated scales of pay do not exceed the 

existing scales of pay of executives/officers and non-unionized supervisors of 

respective Ports. 

 Management would be free to negotiate wage revision keeping in view the 

affordability and financial sustainability of such wage revision for the Major Ports 

concerned.  

 The Periodicity of proposed package to be decided in line with those existing in 

Public Sector Port, Central Government orders and Department of Public 

Enterprises guidelines on Wage Negotiation. 

 To avoid conflict of pay scales of Class-I & II Officers/employees and group 'C'&'D' 

employees/workers, Ports Management may consider adoption of graded DA 

neutralization and/or graded fitment during the wage negotiations. 

 Based on the analysis and study of sectoral status by comparing Major Port Trusts 

& Dock Labour Board (DLB) with Kamarajar Port Limited (KPL) and similarly placed 

Private Ports, the compensation package that can be allowed in Major Port Trusts, 

considering the productivity/financial capability & sustainability of each port be 

arrived at. 

 identify categories / levels / groups which have become redundant in Major Port 

Trusts due to induction of latest technology and Modern cargo handling equipment’s 

and suggest severance package like Special Voluntary Retirement Scheme 

(SVRS). 

 House Rent Allowance (HRA) Rates may be in accordance with the Rates of Central 

Government. 

One can easily understand from the above said tough guidelines how the bilateral 

discussion will be a challenging task to our Federation leaders during the ensuing wage 

negotiation. 

 

It is with this perspective the Port 7 Dock workers are taking up the campaign program 

decided by the National Co-ordination Committee of Major Port workers Federations which 

gave a call to all of us to organize two days strike on 23-24, February 2022 at all the Major 

Ports during the Budget session of Parliament. We are confident that, the challenges are 

indeed stupendous but not insurmountable. Our unity is the biggest and most effective 

weapon at our command. We must equip ourselves to have full command on its usage and 

effective application.  
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The unity among the Major Federations in the Port Sector and recent solidarity action by 

the Port workers at their respective Ports at large, had made compulsion to the Ministry to 

inform our Federation leaders that it would consider positively to refund the frozen DA/DR. 

In the issue of early wage settlement, it is informed to the Federations that every possible 

effort would be explored to arrive an amicable settlement as early as possible. However, it 

depends upon the unity and action program of the Port & Dock workers.  

 

Therefore, we shall further intensify our united struggle and show our determination to 

combat and defeat the Port Managements against implementing its policies of privatizing 

the Cargo handling terminals. We shall also take a solidary pledge, to save the Major Ports, 

to save the Employees & Pensioners let us unitedly forward march to successfully organize 

2 days strike at all the Major Ports on 23-24 February 2022. 

************************* 

 

T. NARENDRA RAO. 

General Secretary 

Water Transport Workers Federation of India  
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